
 

 

In a half-term in which snow seems to 

have dominated our lives, I want to thank 

you for your support during the 

disruption to school that the weather has 

brought. It is always my intention to 

make early decisions about school 

closure, when there is no alternative, but 

this was not always possible on days 

where unexpected heavy snow arrived at 

rush hour, causing major transport 

issues. 

Yet in spite of the weather an awful lot of 

activities have taken place this half-term, 

as you will see in this addition of Abbey 

Update, which are a reminder of the 

many opportunities that there are for 

students to get involved in interesting 

and exciting things 

both in and out of 

school. 

May I wish you all a 

happy Easter. 

  

 

Abbey Grange 6th Form was delighted to be awarded the 'Learning Plus UK 

Data Post 16 Progress Award', highlighting excellent progress and value added 

for our A' Level results over the past two years. This comes down to positive and 

productive working relationships between staff, students and parents/carers  to 

Educate, Nurture & Empower. Hopefully this award will boost our current Year 13 

cohort and give them the confidence in what they are doing as they enter the 

final weeks of their time at Abbey Grange. Make the most of it! 

 

 

 

 

 

. 



 

Yet again we were fortunate to have 

renowned motivational speaker, Richard 

McCann, visit Abbey Grange, this time to 

talk to our Year 13 students about 

resilience and the importance of not 

giving up. Fascinating stories from him 

and his special guest Steven Anderson, 

two inspirational individuals who have 

had lives full of ups and downs. These 

visits were just a small part of the work 

that is carried out at Abbey Grange with 

a focus on mental health, to ensure we 

develop well rounded students ready for 

the world of work or further education, 

whilst making the most of every 

situation. 

 

On Saturday the 17
th
 of March, the 

Abbey Grange Chamber Choir, Jazz 

Band, and Plantology Folk Band all went 

to the Music for Youth Competition at 

Thomas à Beckett Catholic College in 

Wakefield. A fun day was had by all, full 

of music, snow and flapjack. First up 

was the Jazz Band, who wowed the 

judges with their ability to lift the music 

off of the page, especially with Stevie 

Wonder’s Sir Duke. Next up was the 

fabulous folk band, Plantology. The 

Judges were very impressed with the 

unique blend of Chinese and English folk 

music, along with Martin Parker’s great 

MC-ing. Finally we had the beautiful 

sounding Chamber Choir, with our 

interesting choices of ‘I’m a Train’, 

‘Sleep’, and ‘God Only Knows’. 

Chamber Choir’s rendition of sleep was 

so compelling that even Mr Birch felt the 

need to close his eyes and embrace the 

sound. Overall, the day was a blast, and 

we couldn’t have picked a better day to 

do it. I rather felt a finale of ‘Let It Snow’ 

was in order, but thankfully Mr Birch and 

Miss Greenwood were able to bring us 

back safely (with the help of a Sat Nav). 

Oliva 

 

 

On Friday 10
th
 March Clare College 

Cambridge welcomed nine regional 

finalists from across England to compete 

in the ARTiculation prize 2018.  The 

competition aims to celebrate students’ 

interest in the visual arts whilst fostering 

their public speaking skills.  Entrants 

must select one work to talk about with 

judges adjudicating presentations based 

on content, structure and delivery. 

It was the first time that students from 

Abbey Grange Academy had entered 

the prestigious competition and we were 

fortunate enough to have one of our 

students, Lili  (Year 12), progress to the 

grand final, having successfully winning 

our internal heat and the regional final 

held in Manchester. 

As part of the finals day, the speakers 

were given a tour of the University and 

also had an opportunity to network with 

various lecturers on undergraduate art 

history courses.  Lili was the last of nine 

presenters on the day and delivered her 

speech, based on the Cave of Hands in 

Argentina, with passion and eloquence.   

Unfortunately, 

she was not 

selected as 

one of the 

prize winners 

but can take great pride in the way in 

which she performed throughout the 

competition. 

 

The 30 members of our Year 9 English 

Scholars group produced some fantastic 

work this term for their project on 

stereotypes within Shakespeare's plays.  

 



Students explored the presentation of     

gender, race and the supernatural 

within a variety of Shakespearean plays 

and produced creative presentations of 

their work: videos, raps, essays, 

baking, scrolls and scrapbooks being a 

handful of examples.  

We are so proud of the wonderful work 

produced and the dedication that these 

students have shown to their studies. 

Well done! 

 In a joint project with Mrs Zolezzi and 

Mrs Bose, 7G have developed a 

partnership with Colegio de Huerfanos 

de la Armada Nuestra Senora del 

Carmen, Spain.  Students have 

introduced themselves in Spanish via 

video to the students in Spain.  We 

have started to use 360 degree images 

using an iPad app and a google 

cardboard virtual reality headset to 

share images of our school. The aim is 

to improve Spanish listening, 

speaking, reading and writing skills by 

giving learning a real context through 

the medium of virtual reality.  

 

Abbey Grange students in Years 9 to 13 

are now using Unifrog to explore and 

prepare for next steps in education or 

journey into work. The academy has 

invested in this excellent resource to 

allow our students to record their 

achievements, skills and experiences 

throughout their studies, placing them in 

a great position when it comes to writing 

applications and personal statements. 

The site also allows students to explore 

options for further study, 

apprenticeships and even extra learning 

opportunities called MOOC’s (Massive 

open online courses). We encourage 

families to make use of this resource at 

home, maybe to record out of school 

experiences such as theatre trips, 

sporting achievements or wider reading.  

Unifrog.org 

Eight year 11 students have been 

selected through a competitive and 

rigorous process to be our ambassadors 

this year in Ethiopia.   

The students will be raising money over 

the coming months to support a variety 

of charities.  The visit to Ethiopia will be 

in November and they will visit a number 

of charity projects and participate in the 

Great Ethiopian run. 

 

At Abbey Grange, we celebrate diversity 

and difference in our community. 21st 

March was Down Syndrome Awareness 

Day and as a school community, we 

celebrated this day by doing a variety of 

things. One of our students Emily Barrow 

baked cakes herself and the sold them 

at break time to raise awareness of 

Down syndrome and raise money for the 

Down syndrome society. Emily raised 

over £50! Well done Emily. During form 

time students were shown a presentation 

raising awareness of Down Syndrome 

and students and staff wore odd socks. 

Meet Harry 

Harry is a 

valued 

member of 

our school 

community. 

Harry enjoys 

Science, DT 

food and 

English. 

Harry has an 

extra copy of chromosome 21, which 

means Harry has Down syndrome. Harry 

celebrated the day by going to Café 21 

on Otley Road and sharing a hot 

chocolate and a biscuit with his friends 

April is Autism awareness week but we 

will be on holiday so our Autism 

awareness week will 

be the last week of 

term. 



 Over 60 Abbey Grange students, from 

Years 8-13, and 8 members of staff 

braved the snow and slopes over  

February Half Term, as they went on a 

week long skiing trip to Le Sestriere, in 

the Italian Alps’ first purpose-built resort. 

Sestriere’s slopes sit just above the tree 

line and are part of the enormous Milky 

Way ski circuit. . Chosen as a host for 

the 2006 Winter Olympics, Sestriere’s 

championship slopes are a great source 

of motivation.  As ever, the students 

were brilliant and all had a fantastic time. 

Most importantly, the skiing was 

great and we came back more or less 

unscathed and in one piece, despite the 

6 hour wait at Calais. Roll on next year! 

 

In March, Year 10 students were involved 

in a national 

project to 

promote 

antibiotics 

awareness, 

together with 

Public Health 

England and 

the University of 

Leeds.  They had the exciting opportunity 

to test fake patient blood samples for viral 

or bacterial infections, as would be done 

in a Hospital, enabling them to realise 

how long it takes a diagnosis to be made, 

and current developments that are 

underway to speed up this process. 

Abbey Grange C of E Academy took 3 

teams to the Rotary Club Technology 

Tournament at John Charles Centre on 

13th March.  All 3 teams did really well 

meeting the challenge of designing and 

making a device to lift, transport and 

place dangerous materials from one point 

to another. The Advance team came 

second in their category and the 

Intermediate team comprising Hannah, 

Anna, Hannah and Zubair from Year 10 

won the overall award for innovation.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Advance Team 

 

 

 

 

The Foundation Team 

 

An action packed English Department 

London trip for a cohort of 45 Year 10 

students took place recently and as 

usual, it was a huge success, taking in 

the London Eye, a performance of 

'Wicked', a tour of Shakespeare's Globe 

and a visit to London Museum. Students 

represented the school with pride and 

behaviour was great, even during the 

painfully slow seven hour journey home! 

Snow in March was not in the plan! 

 



 On Friday 23
rd 

March 12 Year 8 

students attended the University of 

Sheffield as part of the Brilliant Club 

programme. The day and the 

programme which follows is about 

increasing the number of students who 

progress to highly selective universities. 

The students met their PhD tutor who 

will work with them over the coming 

months by delivering lectures in school 

based around the theme of STEM. 

Students will then produce a mini 

dissertation which is marked and then 

celebrated through a graduation 

ceremony later in the year. The 

students had a great day and 

especially enjoyed the tour of the 

University and experiencing what 

student life could be like for them in the 

future. 

 

  On the 6
th
 of March, Sociology and 

Psychology students in years 10-13 

attended a Crime and Deviance 

conference. They learned about the 

causes of criminal and deviant 

behaviour and how effective our 

criminal justice system is. They met 

three ex-offenders, Andrew, Jim and 

Brian, who spoke openly about their 

experiences of committing crime and 

the effects of going to prison. They also 

met a Forensic Psychologist, Gill, who 

works with high profile offenders, in 

Category A prisons. Four very brave 

students volunteered to model typical 

clothing worn in male prisons. There 

was also a ‘court-room’ scenario set 

up, whereby the students pretended to 

be on the jury of 

a murder trial, 

and had to 

decide whether 

the defendant 

was ‘guilty’ or 

‘not guilty’.  

At the end of the day, there was the 

opportunity for students to ask 

questions, and apply various 

sociological and psychological theories 

to what they had learned. Our guests 

especially thanked the students for their 

superb behaviour throughout the day, 

and for their very thought-provoking 

questions at the end.   

Congratulations to Dan in Year 12 who 

achieved a Bronze 1 in the AS British 

Physics Olympiad. This involved Dan 

sitting a really tough paper set by the 

University of Oxford, requiring him to 

have a thorough knowledge and 

understanding of Motion, Light, 

Electricity, Astronomy and Radiation. 

Dan's result puts him the top 25% of 

candidates.   

The Big Deal is a 14-week enterprise 

competition for students interested in 

business ad enterprise. The winning 

team are taken on a business trip of a 

lifetime to New York City! 

Two teams from Abbey Grange attended 

the launch event on 19
th
 March. They 

were informed that they would be 

competing against teams from around 

Yorkshire to develop a business plan, 

which they pitch at a Dragons’ Den style 

event on the 21
st
 June.  

The day then 

allowed them 

to start to 

develop their 

skills by 

designing a 

project on the 

day. The had 

to use virtual funds to pay rent, buy 

resources and design a prototype and 

then pitch their idea all within a few short 

hours. On the day we had a lent 

calendar Easter egg and a basketball 

shooting hoops game. Both teams 

worked excellently on the day and they 

now begin their journey to create a new 

life changing idea linked with a mentor 

from the world of business and 

enterprise.  

If any one has any ideas or experience in 

the area and wants to put these forward, 

please contact Mrs Fairbrother. 



The Mock Trial Competition provides a 

unique opportunity to introduce students 

to the criminal justice system. This year 

the trial took students from Y9 out of the 

classroom and into court, where they 

were presented with written cases based 

on real trials. The students involved 

assumed various roles involved in a 

criminal trial from ushers and jurors to 

layers and witnesses.  

The group started working through the 

trial in the new year with many an hour 

sat over lunch discussing the case. We 

visited Leeds Magistrates Court in 

February and watched real cases 

experiencing drunk driving and theft. On 

March 10
th
 we competed against other 

schools at Leeds Magistrates Court. 

The students performed before real 

judges who critiqued them on their 

performance and their understanding of 

the judiciary process. done to all 

involved, wonderful team work and 

commitment went into this competition.   

The students performed above and 

beyond all expectations and fought their 

case confidently and fiercely at times; 

finishing third this year with huge smiles 

on their faces and already discussing 

what roles they would like to play next 

year.  

Well done to all involved, wonderful team 

work and commitment went into this 

competition.   

Last week Year 7 had a visit from the 

Gideons and were offered the 

opportunity to take a New Testament 

and Psalms which they are encouraged 

to read as a daily act in preparation for 

Easter. The Gideons also introduced us 

to a new ‘app’ which is now installed on 

school iPad and allows students to read 

the Bible in over 1400 languages, as well 

as it reading it to you! I have already had 

reports from students and parents alike 

about how good this is so do check it 

out! We are grateful to the Gideons for 

support so we are able to offer these 

resources to students free of charge. 

As part of our Lenten reflection 

Fairbreeze Room was transformed for 

Prayer Spaces, hosted for us by Leeds 

Faith in Schools. Fairy lights and a giant 

HOPE created a space for creativity and 

reflection. There were fifteen different 

prayer stations exploring the Easter 

Journey, including a ‘virtual reality’ 

resurrection which was brought to us 

through collaboration with the charity 

Missional Generation. Students prayed 

for friends, remembered those they’ve 

lost, prayed for the world and placed 

their worries on the cross, as well as 

creating a giant cross in Abbey colours 

as an expression of community. One 

student described it as ‘the most fun 

ever!’ so we can confidently say it was 

enjoyable as well as reflective.  

Last week Abbey Grange were asked to 

lead the opening worship at the senior 

Leaders conference at Queens Hotel. 

Chamber choir sang a selection of 

songs from Taize, creating space for 

reflection and prayer for some very busy 

people. It was great to see our MAT 

team so well represented and it was a 

privilege to hear the music handled with 

both talent and sensitivity. 

Fairtrade Fortnight 

Fairtrade fortnight 

was somewhat 

affected by the 

snow but we still 

managed to run 

Fairtrade stalls for both students and 

staff and lead assemblies for most 

students. We hope to revisit Fairtrade 

later in June- when the weather is better! 

 

 


